The attached computer printout, dated 11-8-82
shows no respirable dust samples were submitted
for this cycle.  Records show citations for
exceeding the dust standard were issued for
mmu 005-0 no less than two times within the past
year.  Responsibility of Dennis Travis Dust Tech.
Citation No. 2075604 describes the cited condition or
practice as follows:
The operator submitted the attached status change
form, dated 10-19-82, showing mmu 006-0 abandoned
effective 9-1-82.  Production records show mmu
006-0 operated approximately 21 production shifts
in 13 days during the Sep.-Oct. 1982 cycle with
an average production of over 750 tons per shift.
the attached computer printout, dated 11-8-82r
shows no respirable dust samples were submitted
for this cycle.  Records show at least one
citation for exceeding the dust standard was
issued for mmu 006-0 within the past year.
Responsibility of Dennis Travis/ Dust Tech.
Testimony and evidence.  KENT 83-187.
MSHA Inspector Arthur L. Ridley, testified as to his
background and experience, and he stated that section 70.220
of the mandatory standard requires that certain changes on
tl.a status of certain coal producing and sampling units be
reported to MSHA within three days of the time the change occurs
He stated that changes of producing units to nonproducing
or temporary nonproducing, or abandoned areas must be reported.
He identified exhibit P-l as a status change form executed
by respondent's mine technician Dennis Travis showing that
the mechanized mining unit at the Wheatcroft Mine, No. 003
was placed in an abandoned status effective September 1, 1982,
and that it was filled out and signed by Mr. Travis on
October 19, 1983 (Tr. 17-20).
Mr. Ridley explained that a "mechanized mining unit"
in this case consists of a certain amount of equipment used
for coal production, such as a cutting machine, a loading
machine, and shuttle cars, all of which are used in one set
of rooms for coal production purposes.  The exhibit in question
is a form supplied by MSHA, and section 70.220 requires
that it be filled out by an operator and filed with MSHA.
The form in question came to his office as a routine matter
and he has previously examined the original copy on file
in his office.  He saw no form previous to the one filed in
this case.  He also confirmed that exhibit P-l, page one, is
a copy of Citation No. 2075602 issued by MSHA Inspector
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